
End-of-Year Report 2020: Small Business 
Insights from an Unprecedented Year
A Hello Alice Impact Report
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03
As COVID-19 spread throughout the world, small businesses endured 
unprecedented hardship. Faced with reduced sales due to social 
distancing, prolonged stay-at-home orders, and a declining economy, 
owners were left with business models that were no longer viable. 
Even so, these institutions at the heart of our communities decided 
to keep going and seek out the knowledge, support, and funding 
necessary to survive 2020. Not all of them made it.

In partnership with the Global Entrepreneurship Network, and thanks 
to generous support from our partners at Silicon Valley Bank, UBS, 
eBay, Visible, and PepsiCo, Hello Alice awarded more than $1.5 million 
to 152 small business owners to help them weather this crisis. This 
group represents more than 14 industries across 32 states, including 
Alaska and Hawaii. We are most proud to say that 96% of recipients 
identify as part of the New Majority of small business owners.

Now that we have entered 2021, it’s important to understand the 
problems that have bled into the new year. This report shines a light 
on the extraordinary business owners who employ more than 60% of 
Americans and the existential challenges they face every day.

Introduction
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04
Hello Alice partnered with the Global Entrepreneurship Network 
and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to launch the COVID-19 
Business Resource Center in March 2020. With support from Verizon, 
Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, UBS, Salesforce Essentials, 
AWS, and the eBay Foundation, the Center became a nationwide hub 
for small business owners looking for resources, grants, government 
programs, and emergency funding during the pandemic. As data 
reflected small businesses’ evolving needs, we created essential 
resources to meet their demands, including a mental health center, 
guidance on applying for CARES Act funding, and advice on closing a 
business temporarily. The most utilized component was the Business 
For All Community, thanks to Verizon, which facilitated peer-to-
peer mentorship and created a forum for conversations among 
business owners during this time of isolation. Through the Center, 
Hello Alice also published aggregated data reports to help partners 
and policymakers understand owners’ changing needs. For 2021, we 
will recommit ourselves to the COVID-19 Business Resource Center 
to ensure support for small business owners through the end of the 
pandemic and beyond. 

The COVID-19 Business Resource Center
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Current Status of Small Business Owners

75% of small business owners report that the coronavirus 
pandemic has negatively impacted their business.1

05
Small business owners have never faced disruptions as widespread or sustained as the 
ones posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Across the United States and around the world, 
non-essential businesses were ordered closed, and supply chains failed under unprec-
edented shifts in demand. Add in reduced sales due to social distancing and isolation, 
and the declining economy impacted nearly half of all small business owners. These 
trends should reverse slowly as vaccine rollout proceeds and authorities lift stay-at-
home orders. 

75%

Almost two-thirds of small business owners believe that 
their revenues will drop by 30% or more over the next six 
months.1

Approximately 30 million small business jobs are vul-
nerable — a higher share than at large private sector 
employers. 50% of the jobs at firms with fewer than 100 
employees are vulnerable, compared with 40% of those 
at a large private-sector employer.2

1eWEEK Trend Analysis,  2 McKinsey & Company
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https://www.eweek.com/small-business/measuring-the-impact-of-covid-19-on-smbs
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/covid-19s-effect-on-jobs-at-small-businesses-in-the-united-states
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Illinois

Meet Jamie Whirl, the founder of Chicago-based Classy Cleanup 
Services. This commercial cleaning company offers post-construction 
and industrial cleaning services; it also upholds a mission near to 
Jamie’s heart.
“I started my business because I had a brother who spent the majority 
of his adult life in prison. I wanted to make a way for him and others 
like him to have viable employment once they made it home. I’m 
proud to say it worked!”

Locations of New Majority Businesses

California

Blue Latitudes, founded in 2015 by Emily Hazelwood and Amber Sparks, 
is a certified woman-owned marine environmental consulting firm. They 
design sustainable, creative, and cost-effective solutions for environmental 
issues faced by the offshore industry. Key examples include re-purposing 
offshore oil and gas platforms as artificial reefs, utilizing Remotely 
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) to conduct ecological surveys, and mapping 
oceans with Google to visually present solutions that lessen the frequency 
of negative interactions between ocean stakeholders.

Texas

Alcea Surrogacy offers third-party reproduction services for families 
looking to grow via surrogacy, egg donation, and sperm donation. 
Knowing the complexities in this arena, founder Angela Mook and her 
team also offer counseling to their customers and potential customers.

Florida

Barley Hospitality is a story of family and perseverance. Following the 
financial devastation triggered by the 2008 market collapse, Jorge 
Ramos and his father ventured into a new industry, hoping to bring the 
family back from the financial brink. They shared a love for cooking and 
people that, combined with hard work, resulted in success. Today they 
are a neighborhood fixture that brings happiness and good memories 
to their customers.

New York

Dan Foust and Dan Joseph started Fojo Beans from their garage in 2012. 
This veteran-owned coffee roasting business quickly became part of the 
local food movement by establishing a reputation at central New York 
farmers’ markets. Their business provides specialty-graded, fairly traded, 
and earth-friendly coffee beans. With the pandemic eliminating indoor 
dining, these two founders have started an online shop and mail their 
coffee across the U.S.  
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Businesses from across the country have applied for grants through Hello Alice 
to help their business survive the pandemic. Below are the top five states by 
application volume. 



Capital Needed for Business Survival 

In 2016, Freda and Kevin Madison created Madison 
Enterprises to revitalize and sustain Chicago’s South and 
West Side neighborhoods that have been distressed 
by foreclosures. The family-owned business has so 
far rehabbed 20 units, creating a safe and affordable 
environment where residents can live, work, and play 
without going outside of their community. Receiving a 
Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for All Emergency Grant 
meant they were able to cover their payroll, mortgage, 
and other building expenses during the pandemic. 

More than anything else, owners needed capital to buy them time as they struggled to 
pivot their business model or wait out the pandemic. Grants and loans were consistent 
requests as a way to weather unexpected challenges. 

33% of businesses need $10,000-
$25,000 in capital to survive the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Sample size of 38,325 owners

33%

For many owners, pivoting during COVID-19 has meant launching or optimizing their 
e-commerce presence. Use this free guide to help you get the most out of online sales.

Fast Facts
Difficulty accessing short-term capital has been the biggest impact for 34% of 
Hispanic and Latinx founders who applied for a Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for 
All Emergency Grant.
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https://helloalice.com/guides/perfect-your-e-commerce-presence


Business Pivots

Founded by Yoli Casas, ViVe’s mission is to build 
wellness for families in communities of need through 
education, empowerment, and physical activity. Yoli 
has pivoted her business to help maintain members’ 
emotional and physical health and offer counseling 
through a partnership with an organization that works 
with many LGBTQ+ groups. 

Established business models were no longer viable as stay-at-home orders began in March 
2020. Owners had to execute quick changes to adapt to evolving circumstances; many of 
these changes have become permanent. 

Sample size of 78,591 owners

Did you pivot your business in 2020? Or are you simply thinking of ways to reach new 
customers? Check out this free guide to help your business adapt to a new normal.

Fast Facts
Employee distraction and anxiety has been the biggest impact on 41% of LGBTQ+ 

founders who applied for a Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for All Emergency Grant. 

Yes, temporarily ∙ 15%
Yes, permanently ∙ 53%15% 53%

In total, 68% of businesses pivoted their business 
model in 2020, either permanently or temporarily, 

due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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https://helloalice.com/guides/pivot-your-business-during-covid-19


Support Needed

NBHD Brulee is a recently opened coffee shop in New 
York City’s Striver’s Row owned by Duane Chan Shue. 
NBHD offers a place to grab a coffee or small bite and 
has created a gathering place for the surrounding 
community. As a true small business without deep 
pockets, the coffee shop needs daily customers to pay 
employees and cover rent and utilities — no small task 
for a venture that opened amid a global pandemic. 
NBHD is a proud recipient of a Hello Alice COVID-19 
Business for All Emergency Grant.

On Friday, March 27, 2020, the President of the United States signed the CARES Act into 
law, creating emergency relief resources for workers and small businesses nationwide.

84% of businesses are asking for government 
support through emergency grants to help 
offset the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 

on their business. 

Sample size of 105,767 owners

84%

Veteran-owned business owners, did you know that there are business certifications that can 
get you more business? Let this free guide help you out.

Fast Facts

Reduced sales due to social distancing has been the biggest impact on 69% of 
veteran founders who applied for a Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for All 
Emergency Grant.
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https://helloalice.com/guides/learn-about-veteran-owned-business-certifications


Greatest Help

Founded by two Pratt Institute alumni with a passion 
for making, Makelab strives to free creativity from 
the messy and technical hassle of maintaining a 
3-D printing schedule. CEO Christina Perla fosters a 
community of like-minded, motivated, and passionate 
people to share a common interest: to create. 
Christina stated that her business is operating at 60% 
staff capacity. Grant funding will help them stabilize 
and retain their team.

Teams pulled late nights to respond to unprecedented times in 2020. When asked, own-
ers on Hello Alice said a talented team was their greatest asset as they faced the chal-
lenges posed by COVID-19.

28% of businesses stated that hiring a talented team was the 
greatest help to their business. For small business owners who 

could not hire, customer feedback was the second greatest help.

Sample size of 34,009 owners

28%

For small business owners on Hello Alice, employee anxiety was the third greatest impact 
of the pandemic, right after reduced sales. If this has been on your mind, too, use this free 
guide to help you support your team during this time.  

Fast Facts
Reduced sales due to a declining economy has been the biggest impact on 
74% of Asian founders who applied for a Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for All 
Emergency Grant.
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https://helloalice.com/guides/support-your-team-through-the-coronavirus-pandemic
https://helloalice.com/guides/support-your-team-through-the-coronavirus-pandemic


Hiring

A seminal figure in San Francisco’s underground 
dining scene, influential chef-owner Russell Jackson 
came to New York in 2019 and established Reverence. 
This fine-dining destination in Harlem attracts patrons 
looking to explore the flavors of Europe, Asia, and 
Latin America. Since March 2020, those excited to 
taste his food have had to do so via takeout only. 
Social distancing has meant Russell’s business has 
not operated at a normal level, reducing their sales 
significantly and causing distress with their staff as 
their payroll has been impacted. The restaurant has 
also experienced supply chain issues with vendors. 

The average small business employs fewer than 10 workers. Most owners have deferred 
any hiring plans until 2021. Hello Alice was able to aid small business owners looking 
to hire help necessary to respond to the pandemic through a step-by-step guide that 
helped owners find talented team members during these unprecedented times.

They say that teamwork makes the dream work. Ready to hire all-star employees? 
Let this free guide help you make sure diversity and inclusion are considered during the 
hiring process.

Fast Facts

42% of owners had to lay off employees in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

92% of owners plan on hiring in 2021.

Sample size of  8,176 owners

51% of owners planned on hiring in 2020.

Sample size of  4,459 small business owners
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https://helloalice.com/guides/hire-a-diverse-inclusive-team


2021 Outlook

On the Spot Solutions was founded in 2009 by Ariana 
Hall as a residential cleaning company working primarily 
with immigrant workers who came to New Orleans to 
rebuild the city after Hurricane Katrina. Business revenue 
declined dramatically in 2020, as her cleaning business 
came to a standstill with the stay-at-home orders. 
“We are starting to slowly get back to work, but we 
need funds to help pay our employees full salaries while 
we get back up and running. They’re currently making 
about 30-50% of their previous income.”

Small business owners faced a tremendous amount of hardship during 2020. However, 
when asked to think ahead to the New Year, they were overwhelmingly optimistic.

62% of businesses stated that their 
business performed worse in 2020 

than in 2019.  

Sample size of 5,436 owners

62%

As 2021 kicks off, have you identified your key priorities for your business? 
Use this free guide to help you put your best foot forward in 2021. 

Fast Facts

Difficulty accessing long-term capital has been the biggest impact for 28% of 
multi-racial founders who applied for a Hello Alice COVID-19 Business for All 
Emergency Grant.

87% of businesses expect their business to 
perform better in 2021. 

Sample size of  7,734 small business owners
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https://helloalice.com/guides/identify-key-priorities


According to a recent survey from Hello Alice and GGV Capital, small business 
owners were remarkably optimistic heading into 2021: 83% believe their 
business will perform better in 2021 than 2020, and 93% plan to hire in the 
new year. We must meet these high expectations with the resources required to 
make them a reality. 

In response, Hello Alice has rallied its partners to provide additional capital in the 
form of grants to small business owners. Working with NAACP, BeyGOOD, eBay, 
DoorDash, and more, we are deploying millions of dollars in funding to those 
businesses that need it most. In addition, we continue to add to our growing 
portfolio of resources designed for small business owners, including how-to 
business guides, online communities, and live and virtual events with mentors 
and experts in small business ownership. 

As we move forward, Hello Alice recommends the following to small business 
owners: 

Continued Support

COVID-19 Business 
Resource Center

Business for All 
Community

Hello Alice 
Resources

Visit covid19.helloalice.com for 

Join the free Business for All 
Community for support from 300,000+ 
small business owners

 
Complete Hello Alice’s step-by-step 
business Guides, attend virtual events,  

.
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and consult our library of tools, 
opportunities, and other resources

resources and funding opportunities 

https://covid19.helloalice.com/


Appendix

This section provides an overview of the findings collected from nearly 125,000 small 
business owners who completed grant applications with Hello Alice. 

Business capital required to survive the impacts of COVID-19 
Top five answers

30%

20%

10%

0%
$1,000 - $5,000 $5,000 - $10,000 $10,000 - $25,000 $25,000 - $50,000 $50,000 - $100,000

Yes, temporarily ∙ 52.7%
No, but I’m considering ∙ 18.6%
Yes, permanently ∙ 15.5%
No, I don’t plan to ∙ 13.2%

Have you pivoted your business due to the COVID-19 pandemic?

33%

24%

6%

21%

9%
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What support would you like from the government to help offset the impact 
of COVID-19? 

Emergency grants ∙ 24.1%
Long-terms grants ∙ 16.1%
Rent relief ∙ 13.5%
Tax deferrals or waivers ∙ 10.7%
Emergency loan programs ∙ 9.99%
Long-term loan programs ∙ 7.59%
Loan guarantees ∙ 6.26%
Tax incentives for investors or lenders ∙ 5.75%
Educational support ∙ 5.38%
Other ∙ 0.649%

Which of the following has been the greatest help to your business?  

30k

20k

10k

0
Hiring a 

talented team
Customer
feedback

Investing first 
time on my 

product or services

Day-to-day 
operation

Partnerships

28%

18% 14%
13%

8%

Reduced sales due to social distancing ∙ 23.5%
Reduced sales due to declining economy ∙ 22.6%
Employee anxiety or distraction ∙ 12%
Difficulty collaborating with partners ∙ 11.5%
Difficulty accessing short-term capital ∙ 11.4%
Difficulty accessing long-term capital ∙ 7.87%
Supply chain issues ∙ 7.68%
Other ∙ 3.38%

What has been the greatest challenge for your business during COVID-19?
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Sources

1eWEEK Trend Analysis

16
2 McKinsey & Company
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https://www.eweek.com/small-business/measuring-the-impact-of-covid-19-on-smbs
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/covid-19s-effect-on-jobs-at-small-businesses-in-the-united-states


About 
Hello Alice

Hello Alice (helloalice.com) helps businesses launch and grow. A free 
multi-channel platform powered by machine learning, Hello Alice guides busi-
ness owners by providing access to funding, networks, and services. Through 
a network of more than 300,000 owners in all 50 states and across the globe, 
Hello Alice is building the largest community of business owners in the coun-
try while tracking data and trends to increase owner success rate. Hello Alice 
partners with enterprise business services, government agencies, and institu-
tions looking to serve small and medium business owners to ensure increased 
revenues and to provide the best possible experience for owners who want to 
start or grow their companies. Founded in 2017 by Elizabeth Gore and Carolyn 
Rodz, Hello Alice believes in business for all — by providing access to all owners, 
especially women, people of color, the military-connected, the LGBTQ+ com-
munity, and persons with disabilities. Hello Alice exists to serve every American 
with an entrepreneurial spirit. 
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